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*Mouse/keyboard works on both Windows and MacOS, but some multimedia keys do not work on 
macOS (email, home, forward, backwards, search, refresh). This combo should be intended to work at 
100% on Windows only. 

KBK-520

Increase productivity while providing greater comfort

Highlights

Posture and comfort are critical for a professional setup. This premium wireless 
keyboard and mouse combo includes a quiet and responsive full size ultra slim 
keyboard with an integrated hand rest to help ensure a more natural wrist 
position during long working sessions. Experience restful typing thanks to 
low-pro�le keys that deliver a comfortable feel at touch. In addition, enjoy the 
versatility of fast access and multimedia keys so you can shortcut to commonly 
used functions like internet, music, video controls, sleep or wake up mode, and 
much more. The premium 6 button optical sensor wireless mouse features a 
contoured shape that feels intuitive when your hand rests in it and allows you 
to move the cursor with precision. With adequate palm support you can protect 
against in�ammation or stress injuries. Eliminate the hassle of multiple receivers 
with a plug and play design, just plug the single nano receiver into a USB port 
and roam freely to work at an extended distance of up to 10 meters. Eliminate 
cable cluttering for a clean and neat desk setup.

•  Quiet and responsive keyboard. Minimum noise and satisfying feel with maximum 
performance

•  Provides a natural position which contributes to a good posture to enhance well-being 
•  Integrated hand rest encourages a natural hand and wrist position for maximum 

comfort during long working sessions

•  20 multimedia keys for instant access to internet functions, e-mail, music, among 
others

•  Low-profile keys for a comfortable and quiet typing experience

•  6-button ergonomic mouse with adjustable DPI providing a highly responsive cursor control
•  Power-saving auto-sleep with energy-saving feature. Power shut off timer extends 

battery life

Speci�cations

Magnifik Wireless Duo

Keyboard
Type
Interface
Number of keys
Number of multimedia or shortcut keys
Multimedia buttons
Multimedia or shortcut keys

Indicators
RF technical
RF distance
Battery type
On/Off switch
Mouse 
Type

DPI resolution
Interface
RF distance
Hand orientation
Speed
Battery type
On/Off switch
Additional information
System requirements
Keyboard dimensions (LxWxH)
Keyboard weight
Mouse dimensions (LxWxH)
Mouse weight

2.4GHz wireless keyboard and mouse combo
2.4GHz USB dongle
104 keys
20 keys
Yes
Previous web page, next web page, home, 
e-mail, search, refresh, favorites, play/pause, 
previous track, next track, stop, volume 
down, volume up, mute, media player, my 
computer, calculator, sleep, wake up, power
3 (Num Lock, Caps Lock, Low battery)
2.4GHz RF wireless
30ft
2xAAA batteries
No

2.4GHz wireless optical sensor - 6-button 
ergonomic design
3 levels (800,1200,1600dpi)
2.4GHz USB dongle
30ft
Right hand
30mS
1xAA battery
Yes

Vista/Win7/Win8/Win10/Win11/MAC*/LINUX*
 7.2x18.3x0.8in
30.5oz
4.3x2.9x1.4in
2.3oz

Premium wireless keyboard and mouse duo 

Ultra slim 
design

2.4GHz RF wireless 
technology 

Low-profile 
keycaps

Quiet and
responsive keyboard

Fast access and 
multimedia keys 

Integrated 
hand rest

LED 
indicator 

Plug and play 
configuration

6-button ergonomic 
mouse (800,1200,1600dpi)


